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Abstract

A recent comment published in Science argues that the evidence on the long-term

effects of early childhood education is unsettled. We qualify this comment and contrast

it with comprehensive studies based on established principles of scientific practice.

Burchinal et al. (2024) base their assessment on flawed experimental evaluations. They

mischaracterize the state of knowledge by selectively evaluating evidence and ignoring

rigorous, long-term studies based on the Perry Preschool and Carolina Abecedarian

Projects. High-quality early childhood education programs achieve consistent long-

term benefits when proper controls and standardizations are applied. An essential

mechanism for their success is fostering parental investment and effective parenting.

We underscore the necessity of mechanism-focused research to guide early childhood

education policies. Well-conducted studies demonstrate the long-term effectiveness of

high-quality early education programs, including Head Start.



1. Introduction

Burchinal et al. (2024) discuss the “unsettled science” on the longer-run effects of early life

interventions aiming to foster human capital. Their comment casts doubt on a substantial

body of evidence they partially and incompletely assess; it contrasts with the comprehen-

sive assessments in Elango et al. (2016) and Garćıa and Heckman (2023) based on analyses

of primary data and, more generally, on established principles of essential scientific prac-

tice (e.g., replication, inference, a quest for commonalities, coherence across studies, and

understanding of the mechanisms producing impacts).

We agree with Burchinal et al. (2024) that knowing more about any phenomenon is

always desirable, whether it is early life human capital or the physics of dark matter. We

disagree with the authors in their characterization of the state of knowledge in the literature.

Our main disagreement is not about their analysis of any particular program, although we

have reservations with their interpretation of what constitutes the science of child develop-

ment. The authors aim to find “the best” program among a basket of programs with “good”

long-term effects. They never define the long run. They lump diverse programs into the

common category of “early interventions.” They fail to acknowledge the fifty-year follow-up

of the Perry Preschool Project (Weikart et al., 1978) with substantial, statistically significant

beneficial effects for the original participants and their children that survive rigorous small

sample analyses. They fail to acknowledge another rigorous body of long-run evidence based

on the Carolina Abecedarian (ABC) Project (Ramey and Smith, 1977).1

Science is about understanding mechanisms. Garćıa and Heckman (2023) analyze the

common mechanisms operating in several programs evaluated by random assignment around

the world, including Perry and ABC. That analysis revisits the long-run (through age 35)

impact of a low-cost Jamaican home visiting program (Grantham-McGregor et al., 1991)

1Instead of providing lists of references, we refer readers to Elango et al. (2016) and Garćıa and Heckman
(2023) for a discussion of the numerous studies of Perry and ABC. Studies include analyses of long-run
treatment effects, cost-benefit analyses, and analyses of treatment-effect mechanisms.
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operating in the slums of Kingston, and a variety of versions of that approach launched in

diverse settings with different contexts and social supports.2

The recurring finding in Garćıa and Heckman (2023) is that programs that promote

active parenting—particularly, attachment of children with parents and warm, supportive

parenting styles—are effective in diverse contexts. A vast body of scientific literature sup-

ports this conclusion. Effect sizes on cognitive and non-cognitive skills are comparable across

programs. This is a solid finding that should guide the design of future programs; it should

come as no surprise given the universality across peoples and time of the process of child

development documented in Ertem et al. (2018) and Fernald et al. (2017).

2. Comments on the State of Evidence in the Literature

Burchinal et al. (2024) is based, in part, on evidence from a flawed experimental imple-

mentation of Head Start, the Head Start Impact Study (HSIS), and a state program im-

plemented in Tennessee, within an experimental implementation known to have a flawed

design. Burchinal et al. (2024) discards evidence from Perry and ABC and fails to consider

the Infant Health and Development Program. This program is evaluated by a large-scale,

multisite, randomized controlled trial that shows effectiveness at improving outcomes up to

age eighteen (Dougan et al., 2023).

Burchinal et al. (2024) mischaracterizes findings and omits basic features of other pro-

grams they use as evidence. Their discussion of HSIS is an example. HSIS is known to be

flawed by substitution bias. The parents of control-group children used alternatives com-

parable to Head Start; in many cases, these alternatives were other Head Start centers.

Correcting for this bias, Kline and Walters (2016) show that treatment-group children sub-

stantially outperform control-group children in achievement tests taken a year or two after

the program implementation, in contrast with the initial reports (Puma et al., 2010), on

2Examples include programs in Bangladesh, Brazil, Colombia, China, India, and Ireland discussed in
Garćıa and Heckman (2023).
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which Burchinal et al. (2024) relies.

An adequate characterization would be that Head Start is a large-scale early childhood

program that implements the ingredients of Perry and ABC in many of its programs. The

analysis of HSIS by Kline and Walters (2016) actually establishes that Head Start is effective

and has a high rate of return. Multiple other studies have shown that Head Start and

similar programs effectively improve socioeconomic outcomes at different life-cycle stages.

For extensive discussion, see Elango et al. (2016).

Another analysis of a program that is fundamental to the argument of Burchinal et al.

(2024) is the Tennessee Voluntary Prekindergarten Program (TN-VPK), a statewide kinder-

garten program targeting disadvantaged four-year-old children one year before kindergarten.

TN-VPK began as a pilot program in 1998 and became statewide in 2005. More details

on its implementation, quality, and funding are in Elango et al. (2016). TN-VPK shares

many features in common with Head Start, and the authors use evidence from it as evidence

against the effectiveness of programs like Head Start.

A randomized control trial evaluated TN-VPK. However, the evaluation has major

flaws, and, as in the case of HSIS, the interpretation of its results is clouded by the presence

of control contamination and selective attrition. Program implementers requested parental

consent after performing the randomization, causing substantial selective attrition from the

study. For the first cohort of participants, only 46% of the parents in the treatment group

consented to enter the study, and 32% of the parents in the control group consented. The

consent rates for the second cohort were 74% for the treatment group and 68% for the con-

trol group. This sampling created a major problem of selective attrition. Straightforward

experimental methods to evaluate this program are invalid. The evaluators thus rely on

non-experimental methods (Lipsey et al., 2015, 2013). The evaluation of TN-VPK used a

representative sample of all the programs in the state. In their sample, 27% of the children in

the control group attended Head Start or a private, center-based preschool program (Lipsey
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et al., 2015). Furthermore, some centers in the program received Head Start funding, effec-

tively making them Head Start centers. Therefore, current evaluations of TN-VPK do not

address confounds or identify clear counterfactuals.

The evaluation of TN-VPK does not represent strong evidence against the effectiveness

of early childhood education programs. Instead, it illustrates that interpreting effects without

accounting for flaws in the experimental design or estimating clear counterfactuals produces

misleading policy conclusions. HSIS and TN-VPK reveal the folly of blind faith in the

validity of randomized control studies.

Burchinal et al. (2024) ignore how essential Perry and ABC have been to the scientific

understanding of the life-cycle impacts of early education. These programs have been an-

alyzed over the long run (age 54 for Perry and age 45 for ABC). These programs’ strong

positive long-term results are supported by a wide variety of robustness studies discussed

in Garćıa and Heckman (2023). Some analysts object to the small sample sizes of these

programs. In response to such objections, studies have developed and applied tools for small

sample statistical inference that have been refereed in rigorous econometrics journals and

support positive conclusions across a variety of methodologies (Heckman and Karapakula,

2021; Heckman et al., 2010, 2024).

Because small samples can be affected by outliers, studies of Perry and ABC conduct

extensive robustness analyses, focusing on various subsamples of data. Small sample ex-

act inference procedures are used, and corrections are made for multiple hypothesis testing.

Claims that small samples produce inflated treatment-effect estimates are without founda-

tion. Instead of reporting a disjointed collection of treatment effects, Garćıa et al. (2020) and

Bennhoff et al. (2024) aggregate the effectiveness of each program using a single economic

and policy-relevant statistic—the benefit-cost ratio of each intervention and its components.

Garćıa and Heckman (2023) examines the representativeness of Perry and ABC; it

notes that the samples of Perry and ABC are representative of the disadvantaged, low-
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income African American populations that would benefit from early intervention. Precisely,

they indicate that the percentage of children eligible for Perry today is 10%. This is the

percentage of children born in households satisfying the eligibility criteria to participate in

the program in the most recent US census. Garćıa and Heckman (2023) argue that the

similarity of eligibility criteria across programs implies that a similar percent of children in

the US is eligible for ABC. Therefore, the findings from Perry and ABC have immediate

policy relevance and applicability.

3. Summary

Burchinal et al. (2024) confuse statistics with science. They break a fundamental rule of

science and basic logic—comparing the comparable—and instead compare an assortment of

programs based on different combinations of unspecified developmental mechanisms, using a

variety of often incomparable measures on diverse populations that usually differ significantly

in the home lives supporting children. Any evidence analyzed in this fashion is “unsettled”

because of the various uncontrolled features in the comparison. Relying on flawed studies

of programs to question the validity of an entire literature is circular logic. When proper

controls and standardization are made, the evidence from Perry, ABC, and Head Start

indicates that high-quality early childhood education has universal ingredients that lead to

long-term effectiveness when applied in various contexts.

We fully agree that there is more to be known. However, the truly valuable knowledge

is about the operation of mechanisms in standardized environments, not comparisons of

collections of unspecified treatment effects based on different measurement systems, even if

they are experimentally generated.
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